Topic 1: Boom! The World is at War
The following activities have been planned to compliment our Science and History topics of ‘Light’ and WWII topic.
You must earn at least 100 points before the end of the half term. There will be a prize for the top five scorers from each class.

Task: Sculpt it:
Using only materials that reflect light make a
sculpture of anything you wish.
(Tip: materials could include tinfoil, metal pieces, old
CDs etc)
40 points

Task: Back to front:
Can you write a message that when reflected in a
mirror will make sense? Present your message in an
interesting way and in bold big writing.
We will provide mirrors so your friends can read the
message.
30 points

Task: Rainbows:
Research how rainbows are formed and write a
paragraph explaining it. You should present it in an
interesting way.
30 points

Task: Word search:
Create a word search, using the key words from the
topic of Light.
30 points

Task:Shadows :

Task: Crossword

Take photos of an object with light shining on it at
different angles to explore how the shadows will
change as the angle of the light source changes.
30 points

Use the keywords from the topic to create a
crossword puzzle.
40 points
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Bake or cook a war time recipe. Bring/email or class
dojo your photos to your teacher.
30 points

Write a letter to your teacher using morse code.
30 points

Make a model of an artefact from WW2 (ration
card, Anderson shelter etc).
40 points

Task:
Create a mind map of facts based on a country
involved in World War 2.
30 points

Task:
Create a shoebox of memories of a person who lived
through WW2.
30 points

Task:.
Interview a person who lived during World War 2
and present the questions and answers in an
interesting fashion
40 points

